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Nova Steam Shower
SRA1209BXA3

The design of the Harvia Nova steam shower speaks for itself. The
free-standing cabin with the unique combination of wood, metal,
and glass will bring a feeling of comfort and relaxation that you
truly deserve. Nova's thin frame structure with nearly full glass
body, coupled with the neatly integrated steam column is
guaranteed to add a touch of luxury and modern appeal to any
bathroom where it is placed. Along with the built-in solution for
soft and gentle steam, the Nova cabin also comes with support for
aromatherapy, chromatherapy, and hand & head shower. In
addition to all the above, the LUX version also comes with built-in
water filter cartridge inside the steam column to ensure clean and
pure water for the steam generator. Plus, the LUX version also
comes with carefully selected scenic films pre-installed on glass
panels, providing a more soothing and relaxing ambiance. All this
makes Nova LUX truly an all-in-one solution with every small
detail covered to provide you with an experience that you will
never forget. The Nova steam shower cabin comes in flat packs
which can be easily transported everywhere. The smart design
allows you to put together your own steam oasis. After fixing the
pipeline, simply plug in the socket and start enjoying.

Features
Minimalistic design with a unique combination of metal,
wood and glass

•

Free standing cabin that does not need support from
existing bathroom walls

•

Integrated water filter for clean and pure steam experience•
Pre-installed scenic films to create a more soothing and
relaxing ambiance

•

Built-in support for chromatherapy and aromatherapy•

Technical information
Item Number : SRA1209BXA3
H x W x D : 2240.0 x 1253.0 x 900.0 mm
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Technical information
Net weight (kg) : 250.0
Pallet size H x W x D : 70.0 x 2100.0 x 1250.0 mm
Pallet weight (kg) : 325.0
Content of delivery (listed) : Bench, Control panel, Control
panel frame, Floor, Frame, Glass door, Led rgbw, Roof,
Shower, Shower mixer, Walls, Water filter
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